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 It allows you to browse and play virtually unlimited number of audio tracks with various transport controls. It is so easy to use
that it feels like you are using a computer. The built-in PC sound card and technology offers both high quality sound and the
highest level of sound quality for DJing, enabling you to create a more enjoyable and memorable live performance, featuring

true-to-life sound. Numark Mixtrack Pro 3 Features: TRUE TO LIFE SOUND: The Mixtrack Pro 3 features an integrated PC
sound card providing high quality sound, enabling the Mixtrack Pro 3 to deliver sound quality that is the same as an external

sound card. This means you can use the Mixtrack Pro 3 to create memorable and enjoyable performances. INTUITIVE
STYLING: The control strip allows you to intuitively control all aspects of the performance via touchscreen, giving the

Mixtrack Pro 3 a unique feel and design. DYNAMIC FX CONTROL The multi-function touch-strip allows you to control the
effects from the transport controls. Whether you are performing a live set, playing back previously recorded tracks, or
controlling playbacks from a local hard drive, the Mixtrack Pro 3 has the right amount of control to match your style of

performance. Serato DJ Edition 1.3 Like the Mixtrack Pro 3, the Mixtrack Pro features Serato DJ edition. It also has a multi-
function touch-strip for dynamic FX control, allowing the Mixtrack Pro to be used as an all-in-one DJ controller and music

playback solution. Song Info Mode The Mixtrack Pro 3 offers the ability to show song metadata information from your local
Serato DJ library in a handy 'Song Info' window. Phone / Microphone In The Mixtrack Pro 3 offers 4-channel headphone /

microphone input and out to connect to your mobile phone and use the Mixtrack Pro 3 as a personal microphone. Compatibility
The Mixtrack Pro 3 is Serato DJ Edition compatible. 'Set your own' playlist A 'Set your own' playlist function allows you to
create and store your own playlists. Support We offer free telephone support. Our friendly team are here to help you from

Monday to Friday between 9am - 5pm. Mixtrack Pro 3 Numark Mixtrack Pro 520fdb1ae7
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